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Abstract—To help overcome limits to the density of conventional SRAMs and leakage current of SRAM cell in nano-scaled CMOS technology, we have developed a four-transistor SRAM cell. The newly developed CMOS four-transistor SRAM cell uses one word-line and one bit-line during read/write operation. This cell retains its data with leakage current and positive feedback without refresh cycle. The new cell size is 19% smaller than a conventional six-transistor cell using same design rules. Also the leakage current of new cell is 60% smaller than a conventional six-transistor SRAM cell. Simulation result in 65nm CMOS technology shows new cell has correct operation during read/write operation and idle mode.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The on-chip caches can effectively reduce the speed gap between the processor and main memory, almost modern microprocessors employ them to boost system performance [1]. These on-chip caches are usually implemented using arrays of densely packed SRAM cells for high performance [1]. A six-transistor SRAM cell (6T SRAM cell) is conventionally used as the memory cell [2], [3]. However, the 6T cell produces a cell size an order of magnitude larger than that of a DRAM cell, which results in a low memory density [2]. In addition, as CMOS technology scaled down total leakage current of a chip increased, furthermore the total leakage current of a chip is proportional to the number of transistors of chip, and since the SRAM based on six transistor cell include large number of transistors of chip, the SRAM leakage has also become a more significant component of total chip leakage in scaled CMOS technology. Therefore, cache memory that use the six transistor SRAM cell have difficulty meeting the growing demand for a larger memory capacity in nano-scaled CMOS technology. In response to this requirement, our objective is to develop an SRAM cell with four transistors to reduce the cell area size and leakage current.

II. NOVEL SRAM CELL

Fig. 1 shows a circuit equivalent to a developed 4T SRAM cell using a supply voltage of 1.2V in 65-nm technology node.

When '0' stored in cell during idle mode, M2 and M4 are ON and there is positive feedback between ST node and STB node, therefore ST node pulled to GND by M2 and STB node pulled to VDD by M4. When '1' stored in cell M3 is ON and STB pulled to GND, also M2 and M4 are OFF and for data retention without refresh operation following condition must be satisfied.

III. WRITE AND READ OPERATION

When a write operation is issued the memory cell will go through the following steps:

1) Bit-line driving: For a write, data drove on bit-line (BL), and then word-line (WL) asserted to GND.
2) Cell flipping: this step includes two states as follows:
   - Data is zero: in this state, ST node pulled down to low
   - Data is one: in this state, STB node pulled down to low

Fig. 2 shows leakage current of cell during idle mode for data retention when '1' stored in cell. For satisfying above condition when '1' stored in cell during idle mode, we use leakage current of access transistor, especially sub-threshold current of access transistor (I_DS-M1 in Fig. 2) and write-bit-line maintained at VDD during idle mode. For reducing leakage current that discharge ST node (I_DS-M2) when '1' stored in cell, we use high threshold voltage for driver transistor (M2) to reduce sub-threshold currents of this transistor. Since, sub-threshold current increases exponentially by decreasing threshold voltage; the leakage current of access transistors is grater than leakage current drive transistor because access transistors have lower threshold voltage. HSPICE simulation results show, with this threshold voltage assignment, above condition satisfied and '1' stored in cell successfully.

Fig. 1 Novel SRAM cell in 65-nm technology node.
voltage by PMOS access transistor (M1), and therefore the Load transistor (M4) will be ON, and STB node will be pulled up to VDD, thus Drive transistor (M2) will be ON and positive feedback created by M2 and M4.

b)-Data is one: in this state, ST node pulled up to VDD by PMOS access transistor (M1), and therefore the drive transistor (M3) will be ON, and STB node will be pulled down to GND.

3)-Idle mode: At the end of write operation, cell will go to idle mode and word-line and bit-line asserted to VDD.

When a read operation is issued the memory cell will go through the following steps.

1)-Bit-line pre-charging: For a read, bit-line charged to VDD, and then floated.

2)-Word-line activation: for non-destructive read operation, in this step word-line asserted to VWL-Read, and two states can be considered:

a)-Voltage of ST node is low: when, voltage of ST node is low, the voltage of bit-line pulled down to low voltage by M1 and M2 transistors. We refer to this voltage of bit-line as V BL-Low.

b)-Voltage of ST node is high: when voltage of ST node is high, the voltage of bit-line and ST node equalized.

3)-Sensing: After word-line deactivate to VWL-Idle then sense amplifier is turned on to read data on bit-line. This new cell uses sense amplifier that introduced in [4], [5].

4)-Idle mode: At the end of read operation, cell will go to idle mode and bit-line and word-line asserted to VDD.

Fig. 2 Leakage current in idle mode when ‘1’ stored in cell

IV. HELPFUL HINTS

Fig. 3 shows possible layout of 4T SRAM cell in scalable CMOS design rules. Also for comparison, in Fig. 3 shows layout of 6T SRAM cell and 4T SRAM cell in scalable CMOS design rules. The 6T cell has the conventional layout topology and is as compact as possible. The 6T SRAM cell requires 416λ² area, whereas 4T SRAM cell requires 336λ². These numbers do not take into account the potential area reduction obtained by sharing with neighboring cells. Therefore the new cell size is 19% smaller than a conventional six-transistor cell using same design rules.

TABLE I PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF SRAM CELLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Basic 6T Cell</th>
<th>New 4T Cell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean of Read Bit-line Delay</td>
<td>31ps</td>
<td>40ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Load Capacitance=1fF)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst Case SNM During Idle Mode</td>
<td>0.25V</td>
<td>0.21V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of Leakage Current</td>
<td>480nA</td>
<td>192nA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>416λ²</td>
<td>336λ²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify correct operation of novel SRAM cell and comparison with conventional SRAM cell, we simulate a novel SRAM cell and conventional SRAM cell using HSPICE with 1.2V for supply voltage. Also based on layouts shown in Fig. 2, all parasitic capacitances and resistances of read/write-bit-lines, read/write-lines, bit-lines, and word-line are included in the circuit simulation. Monte Carlo analysis has been done to conventional SRAM cell and new SRAM cell to examine the impact of process variation on the leakage current and SNM (Static Noise Margin) during idle mode of these cells. Monte Carlo simulations were carried out for 1000 runs and the HSPICE parameters are obtained from the latest Predictive Technology Models (PTMs) for the technology node of 65-nm [6].

For testing the correctness of a read and write operation of novel SRAM cell, following scenario applied to new 6T SRAM cell:

a)-Writing ‘1’ in to new cell and then read it.

b)-Writing ‘0’ in to new cell and then read it.

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show simulated waveform with applying above scenario. Also based on simulation results Table I compares the novel 6T SRAM cell and Basic 6T SRAM cell. We only consider the read bit-line delays of the SRAM cells, and write delays have been ignored. The write delays of the cells are less important because we can use strong write drivers to drive the bit-lines, and write drivers are a small portion of the total SRAM [7].
With the aim of achieving a high density and low leakage SRAM, we developed a four transistor SRAM cell for nano-scaled CMOS technology. New cell retains its data with leakage current when there is not any positive feedback. The new cell size is 19% smaller than a 6T cell using same design rules. Leakage current of new developed SRAM cell is 60% smaller than basic 6T SRAM cell but the proposed cell is with 16% and 22% degradation in SNM and read speed, respectively.
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